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Abstract 
With the introduction of intuitive graphical software, structural biologists who are not experts in 
crystallography are now able to build complete protein or nucleic acid models rapidly. In contrast, 
carbohydrates are in a wholly different situation: scant automation exists, with manual building 
attempts being sometimes toppled by incorrect dictionaries or refinement problems. Sugars are the 
most stereochemically-complex family of biomolecules and, as pyranose rings, have clear 
conformational preferences. Despite this, all refinement programs may produce high-energy 
conformations at medium to low resolution, without any support from the electron density. This 
problem renders the affected structures unusable in glyco-chemical terms.  
 
Bringing structural glycobiology up to "protein standards" will require a total overhaul of the 
methodology. Time is of the essence, as the community is steadily increasing the production rate of 
glycoproteins, and electron cryo-microscopy has just started to image them in precisely that resolution 
range where crystallographic methods falter most.  
  
Introduction 
Carbohydrates are among the most stereochemically-complex biomolecules. This complexity leads to 
highly specialised and selective interactions that can play key roles in folding, stabilisation and 
recognition, overall dynamic processes, and at the same time form the basis for the generation of 
enduring, static structures such as plant tissue. Such specialisation has traditionally posed many 
obstacles to advances in glyco-chemistry: bacteria, responsible for most of the current production of 
recombinant proteins, are largely incapable of glycosylating nascent polypeptides - a process by 
which certain amino acids conforming to a consensus sequence (sequon) have an oligosaccharide 
(glycans) covalently attached to a nitrogen (N-glycans) or oxygen atom (O-glycans) of their side 
chain by a transference enzyme. Furthermore, glycans may not be amenable to structural analysis due 
to their flexibility, or may even preclude crystallographic studies if their inherent flexibility on the 
protein surface hinders the formation of crystal contacts, which usually prompts their enzymatic 
removal as part of the preparation of the sample for crystallisation. 
 
The last decade saw the introduction of new experimental techniques that have almost doubled the 
structural throughput of glycoproteins. About 10% of the structures deposited annually contain 
carbohydrates but, while those covalently-linked accounted for ~2.5% of the total in the early 2000Õs, 
this number has increased to ~5% since 2010 [1]. It is apparent that the structural biology community 
has been caught off-guard; a number of communications have raised issues on the way carbohydrates 
are represented in structural databases [2-4], with numerous problems affecting nomenclature, 
structure and conformation which, in combination, may affect more than 30% of the glyco-related 
structural data deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB).  
 
Problems arise from a variety of sources. The first and most obvious is the insufficient knowledge of 
glycan composition and structure when they are not resolved in the electron density maps - such was 
the case with Vp54 from Paramecium bursaria chlorella virus 1, for which a structure (PDB code 
1M3Y) was originally determined at 2.0 resolution containing wrong N-glycans [5]. A recent study 
[6] has highlighted just how unexpected the composition of the glycans was at that time, opening the 
door to the deposition of a corrected version of the structure. 
 
Aside from scientific reasons, a number of technical difficulties have also stacked up over the years: 
the PDB is not IUPAC-compliant, and therefore creates a gap between how chemistry is defined and 
the way it is currently represented - e.g. D-mannopyranose is encoded as two three-letter codes, MAN 
(a-anomer) and BMA (b-anomer). Some dictionary generation programs may produce an improbable 
high-energy conformer as starting coordinates, or create torsion restraints that lock it into that, or 
other high-energy conformation [1]. Model building and refinement programs do not take 
conformational preferences into account, which has a deleterious knock-on effect on other aspects of 
the model, from interactions to linkage torsions. Finally, while the conformation, geometry, structure 
and interactions of amino acids have been analysed and reviewed frequently and regularly, the glyco-
related structural literature has been largely restricted to the biochemical field, with very little impact 
in structural biology. This, hopefully, has started to change [1,4,7,8]. 
 
Some advances have been made towards bringing carbohydrates up to the high standards set by the 
protein ecosystem (vide infra). Nevertheless, producing meaningful carbohydrate models at medium 
to low resolution remains a big and underestimated challenge that must be addressed, as cryoEM will 
soon be routinely delivering many new structures of great biological importance in this resolution 
range, thanks to advances in direct-electron detector technology and image processing software [9]. In 
this review, we revisit the recent developments that have come to alleviate some of the difficulties 
traditionally associated with carbohydrate structure and conformations. Although it entails a deviation 
from the proposed review format, the text also includes practical pieces of advice that will hopefully 
help users avoid the most common mistakes. 
Conformational anomalies in the PDB 
Most sugars find their most stable form in a six-membered saturated ring, which we call a pyranose Ð 
pyranoside if the anomeric OH has been converted into OR - in analogy to the oxygen heterocycle 
(tetrahydro)pyran. Six-membered saturated rings have clear conformational preferences determined 
by a minimisation of angle and trans-annular strains, which are caused by repulsion between the 
substituents at each stereocentre. Because it generally provides the optimal conformation - i.e. 
staggered instead of eclipsed - of substituents across each torsionable bond in the ring, their most 
stable form is a chair (4C1 or 
1C4 in IUPAC nomenclature - see Fig. 1 for a complete description - 
depending on which carbon atoms lie above and below the main ring plane), with conformational 
transitions being forced upon catalytic events played on by a carbohydrate-active enzyme [10], or 
CAZy (for a classification of enzymes, refer to [11]). In protein structural terms, this would equate to 
an amino acid having a very strong preference for one particular rotamer. Higher energy 
conformations comprise envelopes - e.g. 3E, with carbon 3 on the upper side of the ring and the rest of 
the atoms being roughly coplanar - half-chairs - e.g. 2H1, with carbon 2 on the upper side of the ring 
and carbon 1 on the lower side of the ring - boats - e.g. 2,5B - and skew-boats - e.g.1S5.  
 
Although other conventions are available for determining or even naming conformation [12,13], the 
most widely used is the Cremer-Pople algorithm [14], which generates two angles (0¼ < f < 360¼; 0¼ < 
q < 180¼) and one puckering amplitude (measured in ). These parameters, illustrated in Fig. 1, have 
been recently popularised through their use as collective variables for the calculation of free-energy 
landscapes of the reaction coordinate of several CAZys by the metadynamics approach [15,16] and 
their adoption by the Privateer software [17] from the CCP4 suite [18]. The Cremer-Pople sphere and 
its Mercator projection, both depicted in Fig. 1, also offer a clear view of the different conformational 
itineraries - i.e. how a pyranose sugar must go through a half-chair or envelope conformation in order 
to interconvert between chair and boat conformations. 
 
Despite carbohydrate-centric literature describing chair conformations as relatively rigid [19], a recent 
view of the conformational landscape of N-glycan forming D-pyranosides in the PDB has revealed 
that almost 30% are modelled in conformations other than chairs [4]. What would be otherwise a very 
surprising result in chemical terms Ð those monosaccharides in N-glycans are not expected to be 
distorted, as conformational distortion is typically only expected to happen in the active site of 
carbohydrate-active enzymes Ð was shown to be a consequence of a combination of many factors, 
including low real space correlation to electron density, wrongly-modelled sugar structures and under-
parameterised refinement. These are in addition to other reported problems [2,3], making the PDB a 
polluted database in glyco-chemical terms. 
 
Many anomalies start from a dictionary 
This very first step in building a structure is usually an invisible one due to refinement programs 
reading restraints for most common monomers automatically from a library. This would not represent 
a problem if the library was correct. However, at least 60 entries of the CCP4 monomer library 
corresponding to carbohydrates have wrong torsion restraints which, if used, will lead to high-energy 
conformations [1]. Torsion restraints are just one way of simulating torsional strain, which is one of 
the main drivers behind conformational transitions in ring systems. Sugar entries in the CCP4 
monomer library use the now outdated Engh & Huber geometric target [20], although plans are 
underway to replace these entries with a more accurate target using the new CCP4 dictionary-
generation program (AceDRG, F Long et al., unpublished; URL: https://fg.oisin.rc-
harwell.ac.uk/projects/acedrg). When used with pyranose sugars, AceDRG has been shown to 
produce geometric targets which show close agreement with state-of-the-art small molecule data 
mining applications [1], such as CCDC Mogul [21]. 
 
Additionally, the choice of starting coordinates can have an adverse impact on the final, refined 
coordinates. Since this set of coordinates should reflect the most probable conformer, and most of 
these are computationally energy-minimised instead of experimentally determined [1], any errors will 
simply propagate into the model building program Ð which will use these coordinates as the initial 
form of the sugar, before any refinement is done Ð and then into the PDB, should the new ligand be 
deposited [1,22].  
 
Anomalies created during refinement 
When fitting and refining a structure in real space - e.g. in COOT [23] - crystallographers are able to 
adjust a weighting term that balances the information coming from geometric restraints against that 
from the experiment itself. This decision is informed purely by visual assessment of the local features 
of an electron density map, thus different parts of a model can be refined differently depending on a 
subjective interpretation of the mapÕs quality. In reciprocal space, this formulation is not currently 
possible, as weights are determined globally - typically by aiming for the best fit-to-data that 
maintains deviation from ideal geometry within a certain threshold (e.g. 0.020 for bond lengths). In 
general, those sections of an electron density map corresponding to the most mobile parts of a 
macromolecule will be of poorer quality than the rest. This issue is often augmented when working 
with sugars, as solvent-exposed glycans Ð including those potentially involved in recognition 
processes in the form of glycosylation Ð can show a high degree of conformational variability in 
comparison to those linked to the core of a glycoprotein (see Fig. 1, top panel). Therefore, globally-set 
weights will have a negative impact on the geometry of the most flexible parts, which ought to be 
restrained more tightly.  
 
The most commonly-used way of introducing conformational preferences is by imposing torsion 
restraints, although other hybrid approaches are showing promise (vide infra). These restraints 
contain, along a tolerance factor, an angular value that is typically measured from the initial, minimal-
energy conformation Ð the one that should be reflected in the dictionariesÕ starting coordinates Ð and a 
periodicity index, which should reflect how many staggered conformations are found in a full, 360¼-
degree rotation around the torsionable bond. For an endocyclic bond between two sp3-hybridised 
carbons, this index would adopt a value of 3. While this periodicity implies that multiple 
conformations can be contemplated, reducing this value to 1 results in torsion-capable refinement 
programs restraining a sugarÕs conformation to the minimal-energy one. As these torsion restraints 
restraint just one angular value, they are termed ÔaperiodicÕ [1]. 
 
Detecting, correcting and reporting conformational anomalies 
The Privateer software can process most carbohydrate entries from the PDB Chemical Component 
Dictionary [24], and in addition offers the possibility of defining new sugars through a graphical user 
interface (CCP4i2, included in the CCP4 suite [18]). As conformational anomalies may also appear 
after a wrong choice of sugar or linkage, the glycan structures reported by Privateer should ideally be 
checked against existing databases (recently reviewed in [25]). Upon detection of high-energy 
conformations, the software creates dictionaries containing aperiodic torsion restraints in standard CIF 
format, which can be read by most model building and refinement programs [17]. Privateer has been 
used successfully to detect and prevent conformational anomalies on medium [26,27] (also shown in 
Fig. 1) and low resolution [28] crystallographic structures, and more recently on cryoEM data [29]. 
The software in addition provides statistics for the crystallographic Table 1: the number and 
percentage of pyranose sugars in the lowest and higher energy conformations. Reporting these is 
strongly advised, as the presence of conformational anomalies can hint at problems during refinement 
or errors in model building [17].  
 
Other alternatives to using torsion restraints do exist: the recent inclusion of the AMBER molecular 
mechanics package [30] into the PHENIX crystallographic suite is expected to produce good results, 
as one of the strengths of AMBER is precisely its carefully-calibrated torsion potentials.  
 
As conformational distortions may occur in an enzymeÕs active site, rigidly enforcing one 
conformation on a ligand sugar near the catalytic residues is not advisable unless the sugarÕs 
conformation is not clearly discernible in the map. 
 
Impact on glycosidic bond torsions 
Glycosidic bonds have conformational preferences too, and can currently be analysed in terms of 
torsions and compared to deposited data with the CARP server [7]. However, these torsional data are 
affected by conformational anomalies, which may not be detected by screening modelling errors out, 
especially at lower resolution. In order to integrate torsional validation of linkages into a process that 
by nature is iterative (build, refine, validate, repeat), a new set of torsional data must be derived by 
excluding conformational anomalies, and be made available through graphics programs (e.g. COOT) 
for iterative validation. For completeness, the influence of interactions (H-bond [31], stacking [32]) 
on the selection of alternative link energy minima [26,33] should also be reflected. Such is the case of 
the GlcNAc-Asn bond in N-glycosylation (Fig. 1, bottom panel): a secondary energy minimum can be 
found at 45¼ < jN < 110¼, which may be selected based on neighbouring interactions [26]. 
Building carbohydrates automatically 
Building carbohydrates manually involves the iterative repetition of many simple steps as the 
individual monosaccharides are read from a dictionary, fitted to density and linked together. This 
procedure is clumsy and prone to error. A commonly used alternative involves producing idealised 
structures of whole glycans which then undergo a minimisation of energy. This can be done for 
instance with the GLYCAM carbohydrate builder [34]. Other shortcuts may involve the use of pre-
defined oligosaccharides - e.g. cellohexaose, which can be obtained through the three-letter code CE6, 
although this approach is not well suited to modelling glycosylation.   
 
N-glycosylation, which may show a predictable core structure [35], can now be modelled semi-
automatically using the COOT software [7], but in contrast still there are no mature tools that can 
match the functionality that ARP/WARP [36], BUCCANEER [37] or PHENIX.autobuild [38] offer 
for protein. By analogy, the first challenge sugar modelling software will have to overcome is the 
specification of a sequence Ð more precisely, structure, as carbohydrates often contain branches Ð that 
will not be known with certainty unless very conclusive mass spectra are available. Therefore, 
programs have to rely on common expected features, such as trying to build the core of a glycan 
linked to asparagine, leaving the decorations to the user (vide infra).  
 
A semi-automated module for building N-glycans (COOT) 
This tool, available from the ÔModulesÕ submenu under the ÔExtensionsÕ menu, offers individual 
addition of monosaccharides, to be chosen from a selection of sugars and linkages (e.g. ÔALPHA1-2 
MANÕ or ÔBETA1-4 NAGÕ) that contain the most common building blocks for glycoproteins, with 
some notorious exceptions such as b1-2 xylose, a1-3 fucose (both typical of plant glycans) or the 
different sialic acids. It also offers a scripted addition of an oligomannose glycan, which stops 
automatically based on fit to electron density. The tool simply requires the user to focus on an 
asparagine residue, select the relevant entry in the menu, and COOT will then start fitting the 
monosaccharides into the density, creating LINK records (i.e. not REFMAC5Õs richer LINKR 
definition) as appropriate. On the negative side, as this tools relies on the same dictionaries as COOT, 
it is not exempt from creating conformational anomalies at medium to low resolution (Fig. 2).  
 
Despite its present shortcomings, this tool is already able to save a substantial amount of unexciting 
routine model building time, and will become very powerful once it is perfected and combined with 
an interactive validation tool. 
 
Automated sugar identification and model building 
Although general automated tools for detecting ligands are available [39,40], currently the only 
carbohydrate-specific one is the CCP4 Sails program (J Agirre and K Cowtan, unpublished; URL: 
https://fg.oisin.rc-harwell.ac.uk/projects/sails). This software relies on deposited data for generating 
fingerprints of sugars which are then matched to the experimental map in a fast six-dimensional 
search, similarly to how the NAUTILUS program builds nucleic acid [41]. The applicability of this 
detection technique, which may be used for interactive or offline identification of sugars, has been 
severely limited by how flawed deposited sugar data are, thus making it evident that very strict 
validation criteria had to be set and implemented first. In addition, as available data are scarce for 
most sugars other than GlcNAc, unmodified hexoses (glucose, mannose, galactose, for instance) and 
fructose, it is clear that less frequently-deposited sugars will have to be matched to the existing 
fingerprints (e.g. heparan sulphate: detect glucuronic acid by matching glucose stereochemistry first, 
then detect GlcNAc). Initial tests with the reduced set of sugars currently built into the program 
indicate that the program is able to identify most cases (ligand and glycosylation sugars) where 
complete density is available, and can even deal in some cases with mutarotation at the reducing end 
of a polysaccharide (e.g. PDB code 5AGD, chain A, MAN:A/BMA:B with ID 500 [42,43]).  
Visualisation 
New advances are being made towards having a simplified 3D representation of sugars and their 
interactions: SweetUnityMol [44] transfers and extends the colour code used in the familiar 
ÔEssentials of GlycobiologyÕ nomenclature [45] into texture hexagonal shapes, which are then 
annotated with the position of the endocyclic oxygen atom in order to confer a notion of orientation. 
The recently-introduced Glycoblocks representation [46] uses identical shapes and colours to those of  
the Essentials nomenclature on irregular polyhedra, and simplifies H-bonds and stacking interactions 
as black and red dashed lines respectively, depicted between each monosaccharide block and the Ca 
atom of the participating residue (Fig. 3). The Glycoblocks view incorporates the ÔEssentials of 
Glycobiology 3rd editionÕ style [45] vector glycan diagrams generated with Privateer, which show 
validation information (conformation, mean B-factor, anomeric and absolute configuration) as a 
tooltip. 
Conclusions and perspectives 
Despite the latest developments, carbohydrates are still a long way from their protein counterparts in 
terms of structural methodology. For example, a glycosylation-equivalent of the Conformation-
Dependent Library, which has set a new standard for protein geometry [47], is probably not yet even 
under investigation.  
 
While many of the criteria recently set by the PDB and its ligand validation task force [48] will have a 
positive impact on carbohydrates, several aspects particular to sugars, such as ring conformation or 
branching structure, have been left out of the discussion and may have to be dealt with in the future. 
We should like to emphasise that correctly annotating ring conformation is of great importance not 
only for monosaccharides, but for all ligands containing saturated rings. 
 
Due to the incremental availability of methods that are capable of determining and correcting errors in 
carbohydrate structures [7,17], it is just a matter of time that a successful re-refinement project such as 
PDB_REDO [49] catches up with them and produces better carbohydrate models for existing PDB 
entries, something that is already a reality for proteins [50]. Most of the required functionality exists 
already, and except for the case of sugars in active sites (which may require further validation), action 
can be taken upon detecting higher energy conformations. As PDB_REDO uses REFMAC5 for 
refinement, conformational preferences may be introduced specifically for each monosaccharide using 
the refinement programÕs interface for external restraints. This is an exciting potential future 
development that, if successful, could provide for instance much cleaner torsional statistics of 
glycosidic links, or a better understanding of protein-glycan and glycan-glycan contacts, something 
that is of critical importance to the design of antibodies. 
 
Fortunately, the macromolecular crystallographic community is becoming increasingly aware of the 
need to prevent and report conformational anomalies [4], in the same way that Ramachandran outliers 
are treated in the protein ecosystem. Since 2015, several high-profile structural studies have 
acknowledged successfully using Privateer to this effect [28,29,51-54]. Finally, reporting pyranose 
conformations for glycoprotein structures in the crystallographic information table (known as Table 1) 
is becoming increasingly common in publications [26-28], leading to a better understanding of how 
model building and refinement were carried out. 
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Figure 1, top panel. The Cremer-Pople sphere and its Mercator projection. Those IUPAC 
conformation denominations illustrated by a diagram have been highlighted in bold (C: chair; H: half-
chair; E: envelope; B: boat; S: skew-boat). Wavy lines identify those atoms defining the main ring 
plane - e.g. in a 4C1 chair, the second, third and fifth carbons, and the endocyclic oxygen are roughly 
coplanar, while the anomeric carbon (C1) and the fourth carbon lie on the lower and upper side of the 
ring respectively. Blue pentagons: monosaccharides from N-glycans in an endonuclease from 
Arabidopsis thaliana (PDB code 4CXP [55]), determined at 1.2 resolution. As atomic positions are 
usually clearly established in electron density maps at this resolution, no torsion restraints were used. 
As expected, all D-pyranosides show a 4C1 chair conformation, while the a1-3 core-linked L-fucose 
instead shows a 1C4 chair conformation due to its inverted absolute configuration. Light blue 
squares: a re-refined deposition of a b-glucosidase from the moderately thermophilic fungus 
Rasamsonia emersonii (PDB code 5JU6, supersedes 4D0J [27]). For reasons of clarity, only D-
pyranosides from chain A are shown Ð glycosylation in this enzyme is composed of high-mannose 
oligosaccharides exclusively. Despite the low resolution, the authors were able to maintain the 
expected conformations (4C1 chair) in the re-refined entry (5JU6) by activating torsion restraints, 
arriving at lower R-factors than in the original deposition (4D0J): 0.173/0.228 vs 0.184/0.235 
(R/Rfree). Yellow circles: D-pyranosides from canine haemagglutinin (PDB code 4UO4 [56]). Without 
torsion restraints nor any other mechanism preserving the initial conformation, many of the 
monosaccharides show high-energy conformations that cannot be ascertained from the electron 
density. Bottom panel. This diagram, annotated with the energy minima calculated by Imberty and 
Perez [57], shows the torsions in terms of which the conformation of the GlcNAc-Asn link is typically 
expressed, jN and yN. In a similar way to what is shown in the previous example, both high resolution 
and lower resolution but well-restrained structures show linkages in the energy minima, whereas a 
low resolution structure that was refined without torsion restraints for sugars (PDB code 4ACQ [58]) 
shows implausible bond conformations. 
 
  
 Figure 2. Typical results obtained with the semi-automated N-glycosylation modelling tool 
within COOT. Those monosaccharides that were skipped by the software have been depicted in 
greyscale in the 2D diagram, and those built without good experimental support (signified by a real 
space correlation coefficient Ð or RSCC Ð of less than 0.8) have been annotated with a red number. 
2mFo-DFc electron density maps were contoured at 1.5s. a. Modelling plant glycans in a 1.3 -
resolution electron density map (natively-glycosylated haem peroxidase from sorghum [59], 
PDB code 5AOG). Due to an apparent lack of support for a1-3 core-linked fucose and b1-2 linked 
xylose (2 and 5 in the figure), the program skipped them without trying to fit anything else in an 
otherwise clear electron density. Strangely, mannose 6 was fitted in a wrong orientation, thus ended 
up completely distorted and disconnected from the rest. An additional mannose (7) was added, which 
the depositors had decided not to model due to unclear electron density, and this achieved a low 
RSCC of 0.64. b. Modelling a high-mannose glycan in a 1.8 -resolution map (natively-
glycosylated fungal GH3 glycosyl hydrolase [26], PDB code 5FJI). The program was able to trace 
a glycan that matched the deposited one very closely, although it modelled an additional mannose (5) 
for which density was scarce. Figure prepared with CCP4mg [60] and Privateer [17] following the 
ÔEssentials of Glycobiology 3rd editionÕ notation [45]. 
 
  
 Figure 3. Advances towards a streamlined 3D visualisation of carbohydrate structures and their 
interactions. a. Original view from N611, one of the glycan structures on the envelope 
glycoprotein (Env) trimer of HIV-1 clade 2 (PDB code 5FUU [61], Figure 3A from the original 
manuscript reprinted with permission from AAAS). The figure shows two views, rotated by 60¼ 
along the vertical axis, of the N611 tri-antennary glycan and the neighbouring CDRH2 domain.   
b. Glycoblocks cartoon representation of the same scenario. This panel offers a clear sketch of the 
interaction scenario by matching the atomic models of the monosaccharides to 3D extensions of the 
geometric shapes and colours proposed by the ÔEssentials of GlycobiologyÕ nomenclature [45] and 
plotting glycan-protein contacts between the blocks and the Ca of the interacting residue, making it 
possible to omit side-chains from the picture. The N611 tri-antennary glycan establishes two 
hydrogen bonds with Ser 70 and Arg 19 from the adjacent FWRH3 domain (coloured in orange), with 
one galactose molecule (yellow circle) in close proximity of the neighbouring CDRH2 (coloured in 
pink) domain [61]. Besides the reported contacts, the a1-6 core-linked fucose (red triangle) is also 
within H-bond distance of Asn 100 in a neighbouring chain. c. Vector view of the same glycan in 
2D. Diagram produced with Privateer [17] following the ÔEssentials of Glycobiology 3rd editionÕ 
notation [45].  
